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Dear Delegates,

It is my pleasure to welcome you to BrewMunc 2022. My name is Shashaank
Sharma and I’m currently a senior at Brewster High School and the Secretary General of
Brewster High School’s Model UN club. Apart from Model UN, I am the captain of our
boys’ soccer team, a member of the National Honors Society and the director of a tutoring
program in Brewster. This year marks my fifth and final year in Model UN and I’m so
excited to have the opportunity to share my final experience with you. While my
experience in Model UN has been far from traditional, I’m so grateful for the knowledge
I’ve gained and the people I’ve met in my time in the club

In this committee, you will take the role of one of the many people involved in the
2011 NBA lockout. 2011 was a tumultuous time, both socially and financially for the
NBA. It is up to you, the delegate, to help return to play as quickly as possible. The future
of the NBA is in your hands. This is a general assembly committee, meaning that the
majority of the committee will be decided in debate, with a final directive being drafted to
resolve said crisis. Position papers are not required to be eligible for awards. However,
they are highly recommended as they aid delegates in achieving a better understanding of
their objectives and the objectives of their fellow delegates. In addition to writing a
position paper, delegates are encouraged to bring any resources or notes they require, so
long as they are printed prior to the conference or written. Delegates are encouraged to
use the resources on the final two pages of this packet.  This does not include documents
or resolutions, which will not be accepted if written prior to the opening of committee.
These resources do not need to be shared with the dias. Position papers should be written
using standard MLA format, double-spaced, size 12 Times New Roman font. Please email
a PDF file of your position paper to shashaank.sharma@brewsterschools.org. Please
include the committee and position name in the subject line of the email.

We look forward to BrewMunc IV, and wish you all the best of luck in debate.

Warm Regards,

Shashaank Sharma

Chair

NBA Players’ Association



General Parliamentary Procedure

Point of Order - A Point of Order may interrupt a speech and be used when a delegate feels

that the Chair or another delegate is not correctly following the rules of procedure.

Point of Inquiry - A Point of Inquiry may not interrupt a speaker and may be used to direct a

question to the chair to clarify parliamentary procedure or to ask a question. Substantive

analyses or speeches may not be made using a point of inquiry.

Point of Information - A Point of Information may not interrupt a speech and may be used

either to clarify a point or motion, or to bring substantive information to the notice of the

Dais. No analyses or speeches may be made using a point of information.

Point of Personal Privilege - A Point of Personal Privilege may be raised when a delegate’s

ability to participate in debate is immediately impaired for any physical or logistical reason

(for instance, if the speaker is not audible). In addition, this point may be used to bring up

any issues with the conditions of the room, such as lighting or temperature. This point may

interrupt a speech, and the Dais will immediately try to resolve the difficulty.

Right of Reply - The Right of Reply may be invoked in the rare case that a delegate feels his

or her personal dignity or integrity has been deliberately offended. The delegate may raise

his placard and ask the Chair for a Right of Reply which will be judged at the Chair’s

discretion.



Motion for a Moderated Caucus - A motion to enter into a moderated caucus must specify

the topic of debate, the length of the caucus, and the speaker’s time. Much of committee

debate is expected to take place in a moderated caucus.

Motion for an Unmoderated Caucus - A motion for an unmoderated caucus is up to the

Chair’s discretion and must specify a topic of debate for the caucus. If this motion passes,

the rules of debate will be suspended for a given amount of time, and delegates will be

permitted to leave their seats to discuss and write documents for submission.

Motion to Introduce Documents - A motion to introduce documents must be recognized by

the chair for any of the documents to be presented or discussed. The document will be read

out loud by the Chair or by the presenting delegate and be submitted for committee

discussion if it has at least four signatures from delegates. If the document is a directive it

will abide by the rules set forth below.

Motion for a Q&A Session - At the Chair’s discretion, after a document has been submitted

for debate, a delegate may motion for a question and answer session to ask questions of the

document’s author(s). If the Chair approves this motion, the rules of debate will be

suspended for a session whose length is subject to the Chair’s discretion.

Motion to Enter Voting Procedure - If a delegate deems that a document has been

sufficiently discussed, he or she may motion to enter voting procedure. If this motion

passes, debate will be suspended on that document, and the committee will enter voting

procedure.

Motion to Suspend Debate - At the end of a committee session, a delegate may motion to

suspend debate. If this motion passes, debate will be suspended and resume at the next

committee session. This motion may be ruled out of order at the Chair’s discretion.

Motion to Adjourn Debate - At the end of the final committee session of BREWMUNC, a

delegate may motion to adjourn debate. If this motion passes, debate at this committee for

this conference will be adjourned, and committee business will be concluded. This motion

may be ruled out of order at the Chair’s discretion.



Between Delegates - Delegates are encouraged to exchange ideas amongst one another

during unmoderated caucus and through the passing of notes during normal flow of debate.

Out of respect for other members of the Ministry, however, talking during another

member’s speech will not be tolerated. The chair may take disciplinary action against

delegates who do not adhere to this policy.



History

The NBPA

The National Basketball Players Association or the NBPA is a labor union that

represents current NBA players. It was founded in 1954 by NBA star Bob Cousy and

his agent Joe Sharry, who received support from around the league to approach the

league’s president for better wages and conditions. It wasn’t formally recognized by

the owners in the league until about 10 years later, when a strike was organized

during the NBA all-star game. The players held out inside their locker room until

both the league and its owners agreed to the demands of the players. This protest

set a standard for the values and beliefs of the NBPA. Today, the NBPA serves as a

medium between the players and the league, helping ensure that “the rights of NBA

players are protected and that every conceivable measure is taken to assist players

in maximizing their opportunities and achieving their goals, both on and off the

court.” The NBPA normally has a director and a president who is usually an active

player in the league, and a vice president who is also active. The NBPA also serves as

a platform for players to voice their concerns to owners regarding social issues.

The Collective Bargaining Agreement (CBA)

The Collective Bargaining Agreement is a contract between the National Basketball

Association, and the National Basketball Players’ association. The contract entails

various procedural matters throughout the league but the main focus of the contract

is the rules of players’ contracts, trade policies between teams, revenue distributions

between owners and players, rules and regulations surrounding the NBA draft, and

the salary cap, which dictates how much a team can spend on players’ salaries in

total. At the time of this committee, the last CBA drafted was the 2005 CBA which

was ratified by both the NBA and the players’ association rather quickly because of

the fear of a lockout. The 2005 CBA gave players 57% of the revenue raised by their



teams, and the salary cap was raised to 51% from 48% of the total basketball related

income (BRI). Additionally, the draft entry age was raised to 19 years of age,

meaning players had to be one year removed from high school, removing the

opportunities for high school players to go straight to the league. Among others,

these were the most significant changes that took place.

The 2011 NBA lockout

Leading up to the 2011 NBA season, the league and the players’ association had

been negotiating a new CBA for months. After multiple meetings, the league and the

NBPA failed to reach an agreement and upon the expiration of the 2005 CBA, the

league went into a lockout. There were multiple factors which contributed to the

failure to reach an agreement. One of the main factors was the collective loss of

revenue throughout the league. The model the league has created has led to 22 of

the 30 teams losing revenue, which in turn results in lower salary caps for the

players. Owners wanted to implement a more strict salary cap, yet the players

favored the softer structured salary cap. Additionally, the wealth disparity between

larger franchises and smaller franchises are becoming more and more apparent in

the league. Larger teams will have more money available and will therefore have the

best chance at signing or trading for the best players possible. Directly after the

2005 CBA was put into place, a group of 8 owners wrote to the commissioner, David

Stern, requesting him to address the disparity between small-market and

large-market teams, citing that “The rest of us are looking at significant and

unacceptable annual financial losses.” Contracts were also a major topic of debate

during the negotiations. Every contract signed in the NBA is guaranteed, meaning

that if a player is injured or if they get cut, the team will still have to shell out the

agreed upon amount. While this does offer players better financial security, it’s

detrimental to the organizations as they continue to make payments to players who



aren’t active. It’s imperative that these issues are resolved in a timely manner, as to

not interrupt a large majority of regular season games.

Topics

Basketball Related Income (BRI)

The revenue split between the players and the owners is the most polarizing

debate between the two sides. The owners feel as if they have repeatedly lost money

because the BRI favors the players while the NBPA believes they should keep or

increase the revenue split because they are the ones that bring in the most money

for the sport. In the 2005 CBA, the players received 57% of BRI. This is one of the

most challenging and important decisions for both sides to agree upon in order for

the CBA to be completed before the start of the season. It should be in your best

interest to come to an agreement as soon as possible.

Salary Cap

The salary cap is defined as the maximum amount of money a team can spend on

their player’s salaries. Usually, the salary cap increases yearly as the revenue

increases every year. In 2010, the NBA’s salary cap was $58,040,000. It is in the best

interest of the players and the owners to have the salary cap increased. The players

want an increase in the salary cap to have more players make more money and not

be restricted by a team’s maximum amount of money to spend on player’s salaries.

To a much lesser extent, the owners want an increase in salary cap so that they can

avoid paying the luxury tax.

Luxury Tax

The luxury tax is the additional charge that teams must pay in the event that they go

over the salary cap, since the NBA uses a soft cap. The tax was created to deter big



market teams from abusing their wealth to pay more on player’s salaries. This would

then give an advantage for small market teams who can’t afford to go over the tax or

have the same amount of funds as larger market teams. When a team goes over the

luxury tax, the surcharge is dispersed to all teams who remained below the luxury

cap. In the 2005 CBA, teams paid $1 for every $1 their salary was above the salary

cap. This conflict is heavily debated between the owners rather than the players. Big

market owners want to lower the luxury tax penalty so that they don’t have to pay

additional money to other teams while small market teams want to increase the

penalty so that less teams will go over the threshold, or so that more money will go

to the smaller market teams.

Guaranteed Contracts

In the NBA, the overwhelming majority of contracts given to a player have

guaranteed money attached to the contract, no matter the circumstance for the

player. This means that no matter the length of the contract or the salary or the

amount of money a team may see a player is worth, they must pay all the money that

is said on the contract. During discussions before the lockout, the owners were

seeking non-guaranteed contracts so that they can cut or renegotiate

underperforming players contracts with no penalty. This couldn’t be farther from

what the players want. This issue caused a stalemate before the league started the

lockout and will only continue if there is an agreement between the two sides.

Other

There are several other important factors that also need to be considered before the

CBA can be completed. Revenue sharing between owners, a choice between a hard

and soft cap, and anything that may cause a disagreement between the NBPA and

the owners needs to be addressed in order for the CBA to be completed. Again, the

CBA is all the terms and conditions that teams and players must agree upon in order



for the season to continue on time. The longer it takes for the lockout to be resolved,

the more likely that games will be postponed or canceled, the more money that is

lost between both parties.

Positions

James Dolan - Owner of the New York Knicks, and New York Rangers. He is the
executive chairman and CEO of Madison Square Garden Sports, Entertainment, and
Network. During the lockout he wanted operations to resume as soon as possible.
Over the All-Star break in the previous season, Dolan made a blockbuster trade to
acquire superstar Carmelo Anthony. He only played half a season, so the city, team,
and organization were amped up to see Carmelo and the Knicks begin their first full
season. Since the lockout delayed the season, Dolan desperately needed the lockout
to end, in order to display his new-look Knicks. But more than that, Dolan put in
nearly $500 million dollars over the offseason to renovate MSG, and he did not
intend to have it be dark all season long. Their fans, organization, and owner all need
the Knicks to start playing again. He is likely the most desperate owner who wants
play to resume.

Micky Arison - Owner of the Miami Heat. He has owned the Miami Heat since 1995,
and has won three NBA championships (2006, 2012, 2012). Arison is an owner, who
favors ending the lockout as soon as possible and beginning the season. A season
prior, owner Micky Arison made a major move that shook the league by signing
Lebron James and Chris Bosh. They along with Dwyane Wade were supposed to be
Miami’s big three, that could compete with the Celtics and win a championship.
However, after a disappointing end to the season, in a finals run that ended in losing
to the Dallas Mavericks, expectations were high coming into the season. Miami
needed to play, because they needed to win championships, and the longer it takes
to play, the tougher it will get. Owner Micky Arison will try his best to rush a deal as
soon as possible, so his team can get out there and play.



Boston Basketball Partners - An American local private investment group that
formed to purchase the Boston Celtics. Wycliffe Grousbeck is the majority owner. He
might not be as anxious as Arison or Dolan, but Grousbeck wants play to resume
pretty quickly. This is most likely the one final chance Boston has to compete for a
championship. Especially since Kevin Garnett, and Ray Allen are entering the final
year of their respective deals. Whether the owner accepts it or not, this season is the
last chance the Celtics have, before a rebuild occurs, so it's best that the season
starts rolling.

Mark Cuban - Owner of the Dallas Mavericks. He purchased a majority stake in
January 2004, and has since turned the Mavericks franchise around. They have
reached the playoffs every year since. Mark Cuban and the Dallas Mavericks are
fresh off an NBA championship, and the owner has no real rush of getting back to
playing. However, as the owner of a big market team, and someone with deep
pockets, he doesn't necessarily support the idea of a hard salary cap. A hard salary
cap would limit the amount of money Cuban could spend on a player. But as
someone in a big market, with a fat wallet, he wants to pay players big in order to
attract them to his team. Look at Cuban as someone who doesn’t necessarily care
how long the lockout is, but wants a deal that favors the players, and the big money
owners.

Dr. Jerry Buss - Owner of the Los Angeles Lakers. He purchased the Lakers along
with the LA Kings in 1979 for a record-breaking $67.5 million. Over that span, he has
won 10 NBA titles. As one of the longest-tenure owners in the league, he has a heavy
impact on the lockout, and a potential new deal. As an owner of a large market team
you would think he would favor no salary cap, which would make the players happy,
and hopefully resume play quickly. However, he supports a hard cap and revenue
sharing. He is willing to do this to make sure the season starts on time. This support
could also affect the other big market owners to consider this possibility. As a long
lasting, well-respected owner, the other big market team could look to Buss as a
guide. Finally, Buss wants the Lakers to play. His team is not young, so the
championship window is small which means he wants to play as soon as possible,
which means getting a deal done.

Jerry Reinsdorf - Owner of the Chicago Bulls, and Chicago White Sox. Reinsdorf has
been another long-time owner, taking over in 1985. He bought the Bulls for $16
million, and quickly turned the team around. He turned the team from one that



averaged 6,365 fans per game at the 17,339-seat Chicago Stadium in 1985 into one
with an 8,000-person season ticket waiting list. By drafting well, trading, and signing
free agents he was able to win six NBA championships in the 90s. Being an owner of
a big market team like Chicago, Reinsdorf doesn’t necessarily support the hard cap.
He would much rather use his money to attract players to Chicago. A hard cap would
mean he couldn't use his money and markets effectively. However, Reinsdorf wants
play to resume pretty quickly because of a young superstar named Derrick Rose.
Rose electrified the league, and the longer the wait is, the antsier the fan base,
organization, and Rose himself will get.

Dan Gilbert - Owner of the Cleveland Cavaliers. He became the majority owner in
2005, undertaking a complete overhaul of the front office, coaching staff, player
personnel and game presentation. Gilbert is one of the hardline coaches, who firmly
believes in a hard salary cap, and increased luxury tax. As an owner of a small
market team, a hard salary cap will help his team become more competitive in the
league. Gilbert is very stuck on these values, and will most likely not change. Even if
there is a deal in sight, Gilbert will not budge until his needs are met. Other owners
can be displeased and upset with Gilbert, and his hardline values, because it can get
in the way of making a deal.

Robert Sarver - Owner of the Phoenix Suns. He purchased the Suns in 2004 for a
whopping $401 million. Sarver owns a relatively small market team in Phoenix. Even
though he owns a mid market team, he heavily favors a hard salary cap and
increased luxury tax. Especially since Sarver didn’t exactly get the return on buying
the Suns as he hoped. In fact in the past NBA season 22 out of 30 owners lost money
on their team, and Sarver was one of them. He hoped that the salary cap would help
fix that, so that owners wouldn’t have to spend all their money in order to make
their teams competitive. Like Gilbert, Sarver is very hardline to his values. He is one
of the biggest advocates for a hard salary cap, and goes to extreme lengths to get
there, even if it means denying a deal that most people can agree on.

Clay Bennett - Owner of the Oklahoma City Thunder. The team was originally
located in Seattle, but after failing to provide a new suburban arena, Bennett
relocated the team to Oklahoma City in 2009.  Even before the lockout started
Bennett was a part of a council with other owners, and representatives that decided
they would not agree to extend the current CBA. Bennett realized that too many
franchises were losing too much money to operate under the current system.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chicago_Stadium
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Season_ticket


Bennett realized this first hand, as his team couldn’t afford a new arena but would
need a city to build one for them. This prompted the move to Oklahoma City. As a
small market team, and especially as a relatively new expansion team, Bennett
favors the hard salary cap, and high luxury tax. Being in a new city, with new fans,
and a new team, Bennett desperately needs his team to be competitive, and
successful so the relocation doesn’t fall apart.

Maloff Family - Owner of Sacramento Kings. The main owners Joe and Gavin Maloff
took over the Kings in 1998. As an owner of a small market team the Maloffs heavily
favor a salary cap, and high luxury tax. Sacramento has been one of the NBA’s worst
teams. They haven’t made the playoffs since 2006, and have finished in the basement
of the western conference for several years in a row. As a result ticket prices have
plummeted, and they are one of those teams struggling to make a profit. By
imposing the salary cap and luxury tax, players will be forced to go to other teams,
and not form super teams. This will help teams like the Kings to be more
competitive, and hopefully attract more fans to the arena. However, this lockout
gives the owners a chance to move out of Sacramento, and into Anaheim. The
Maloff’s have a deal set with the Anaheim mayor to move into a new stadium. It will
be very difficult for the Kings to stay in Sacramento with a shortened season, or no
season at all. So the Maloff’s will let the lockdown go as long as it has too.

Richard DeVos - Owner of the Orlando Magic. He bought the team in 1991 for $85
million. As an owner of a small market team, DeVos favors a hard salary cap, and a
high luxury tax. DeVos wants his team to be competitive and draw players to
Orlando. Florida is a hot-spot for athletes, and if a player has to choose to go
somewhere, because another team has reached their cap, Orland could be an
attractive destination. However, DeVos would rather the lockout end as soon as
possible even if it means taking a deal that is not as favorable. The 2012 All Star
game is set to be in Orlando, and unless NBA owners and players can settle their
current financial deadlock by the end of June Orlando won't have the chance in 2012
to show off the city's new $480 million Amway Center to the basketball world, and
won't get an economic boost worth tens of millions of dollars. DeVos needs this
lockout to end so Orlando can be put on the basketball map.

Peter Holt - Owner of the San Antonio Spurs. He took over as the owner in 1993,
and to keep the team in San Antonio, he built a new stadium (AT&T) stadium in
downtown San Antonio. In his time as owner he has won 4 NBA championships (99,



03, 05, 07). As an owner of a big market team, he really doesn’t want a salary cap or
luxury tax, because he wants to keep his winning ways in San Antonio. That means
spending his money on players, so they can come play for the Spurs. However, Holt
has lost money on the Spurs the last two seasons, and is locking to set at least some
type of standard for the cap, but not something very extreme. He needs his team to
make money and that means, and that means making some changes to the existing
deal.

Tom Gores - Owner of the Detroit Pistons. He took over ownership just over the
offseason in June of 2011. He bought the team for $325 million. The Detroit Pistons
are a mid market team. The Pistons payroll this past season was in the bottom half of
the 30 team league, at $66 million. The Pistons went 30-52 and without a lower
salary cap in place Gores will have to boost spending to make the team competitive.
With a cap, however, he could more easily build a playoff team without incurring
operating losses. A lockout, assuming the owners prevail, would help Gores pay for
his purchase of the Pistons. Gores wants a salary cap, high luxury tax, and the
lockout to last.

Joe Lacob - Owner of the Golden State Warriors. He bought the team in 2010 for
$450 million. As a new owner, Lacob wants the lockout to end as soon as possible.
He needs the ticket sales, and previous sponsors to be happy with his new
management. He also wants new sponsors as well, but with no games none of this is
possible. Plus Lacob needs to see an immediate return on his team, as he paid a
whopping $450 million. With a new owner, new coaches, and a new staff the
Warriors need to get together to practice and mesh as a new team. However, the
lockout prohibits all of that. Even as a big market team, Lacob will be looking for a
quick resolution to the lockout.

Michael Jordan- Suffering from the mediocrity of an expansion franchise, owner of
the Charlotte Bobcats, Michael Jordan, hopes to settle on a hard cap salary
agreement.  Because a hard cap salary limits the salary of NBA stars, small market
owners such as Michael Jordan believe it will stop incentivizing superstar players
from leaving their small market teams for larger markets.  At the end of the day,
Jordan hopes to have similar success as an owner as he had being a player.

Derrick Fisher- As NBPA president and player on the Dallas Mavericks, FIsher
continues to fight with NBA players against a hard salary cap.  Although he is firm on



settling on a deal that benefits the players association, Fisher is looking for solidarity
between owners, agents, and players, as he looks to get the ball rolling for an
agreement between both sides.

David Stern- Commissioner of the NBA, Stern’s primary goal is to get the season
started.  Working closely with Billy Hunter to get both sides to an agreement, Stern
consistently meets with owners and superstar players to advance in negotiating.
Without a deal being agreed upon in the shortcoming weeks, Stern isn't afraid to
threaten the 2011-2012 NBA season as a whole.

Adam SIlver- Being the Deputy Commissioner, Silver voices similar concerns as
David Stern when it comes to the jeopardization of the 2011-2012 NBA season.
During the lockout, Silver will have very close connections with David Stern.

Billy Hunter- As the Executive DIrector of the NBPA, Hunter is firm on the position
of the players that there should be no hard salary cap.  Working with NBPA
President, Derrick FIsher, Hunter isn't concerned about the length of the lockout, but
the potential settlements on the CBA.  If owners don’t settle on an agreement,
Hunter threatens a possible player owned league.

Stephen A. Smith- The face of sports news media, Stephen A. Smith has very close
connections with NBA front offices and players fighting with the NBPA.  Despite
Smith not having major influence on either side, he looks forward to a new CBA
agreement that brings an end to the lockout.  Having covered the NBA for the past
decade, Smith would be ecstatic to see the NBA season start.

Spike Lee- Knicks superfan, Spike Lee, is one of the millions of NBA fans waiting for
the lockout to be settled.  As a basketball fanatic, Lee expresses the struggles this
lockout has caused for not just fans of the game around the world, but businesses
that work closely with Madison Square Garden. He hopes to see the Knicks make a
title run behind Carmelo Anthony if the owners and ;layers come to an agreement.

Deron Williams - Guard on the New Jersey Nets. He averaged 15 points per game,
and was a big piece of the Nets success. During the offseason Williams went to play
overseas, as he was over the lockout, and felt that the NBA season would be canceled
altogether. As a player Williams wants no salary cap, and a light luxury tax. By going
overseas to play it puts pressure on the league to get a deal done. But more so, it



puts pressure to create a deal for the players. The owners need the players more
than the players need the owners, because there are always other teams out there.

Lebron James- The face of the NBA, Lebron James has very close ties to the
decisions made by the NBPA, and talks with Commissioner David Stern.  As a top-tier
talent, James is against the hard salary cap but looks to get back on the court as soon
as possible.  WIthout a comeback season after a dismal loss to the Dallas Mavericks
in the NBA finals, Lebron is worried about how it will affect his legacy as an all-time
great.

Chris Paul- Since the news broke out that there would be an NBA lockout, Chris Paul
was public about his criticism of the league's owners.  Arguably the best point guard
in the NBA, Paul has a large voice for the league's players and believes that the
owners have been too greedy with their profits.  As the lockout comes to an end,
Paul sights an opportunity to become the NBPA president for the upcoming years.

Stan Kroenke- Owner of the Denver Nuggets. He is a billionaire and owns many
other sports franchises (Rams, Arsenal, Avalanche). He became owner of the
Nuggets in 2011. Even though he is a man with deep pockets, he is still an owner of a
mid market team, and favors the owners here. He lost his star player, Carmelo
Anthony to the NBA’s largest market, the Knicks. So he is no fan of the old system
and supports a salary cap, and a high luxury tax. Kroenke is fighting for change.
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